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In quiessence (long before a flare) 
there are three modes of mass-loss

1. The famous jets (precessing & nodding)

2. Accretion disc wind (poloidal)

3. Circumbinary disc wind (“sideways”)
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• During quiescence “stationary Hα” line 
fitted by 3 gaussians

• Ideagram encodes positions & FWHM 

• One fat gaussian: the accretion disc wind 

• position moves with ~orbital period
• width changes with precession phase
• knows about 6.5-day nodding

• Two (really) stationary lines: circumbinary disc 
• stationary in wavelength
• intensity varies with orbital period
• matter orbiting at 200 km/s
• implies 40 solar masses enclosed
• seen in direct imaging...

SS433 before, during and after a major flare 2403

Figure 1. Examples of our observed spectra of the ‘stationary’ H! feature
shown in green from (a) Day +295 and (c) Day +265 with the five and
three Gaussians with which these emission features were respectively fitted.
The superpositions of the Gaussians fitted for each spectrum are plotted in
purple; the differences between the green and purple curves – the residuals
to the fits – are shown in panels (b) and (d), respectively.

Figure 2. Wavelengths of the centroids of the Gaussian-fitted components
of the sequence of Balmer H! spectra. Julian date increases vertically. The
heights of the lines reflect the widths of the Gaussian fits, on a logarithmic
scale. The signature of the circumbinary disc is clear in the grey lines before
Day +287; a fuller picture of this is given in Blundell et al. (2008). After
Day +287 the accretion disc is revealed; the lines attributed to the red and
blue shifted regions are appropriately colour coded. The black lines are
broad and associated with the wind from the disc; the mean redshift of these
lines jumps about 150 km s!1 to the red between Days +291 and +294 and
then almost back again, and the same behaviour is seen on Days +301 and
+303. The colours are fitted algorithmically, to avoid subjective inference,
such that the broad (i.e. wind) line in each spectrum is coloured black, then
the outermost lines are coloured red and blue and all remaining lines are
grey. The top panel demonstrates clear changes between example spectra
from Days +300 and +306.
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The wind speed also seems to show a 6.5-day periodicity with the same phase as the 
nodding - this, together with the dependence on precession phase, closely associates it 
with the accretion disc.  



• During quiescence “stationary Hα” line 
fitted by 3 gaussians

• Ideagram encodes positions & FWHM 

• One fat gaussian: the accretion disc wind 

• position moves with ~orbital period
• speed changes with precession phase
• speed knows about 6.5-day nodding

• Two (really) stationary lines: circumbinary disc 
• stationary in wavelength
• intensity varies with orbital period
• matter orbiting at 200 km/s
• implies 40 solar masses enclosed
• seen in direct imaging...

Blundell, Bowler & Schmidtobreick 2007↑ & 2008↓

Time↑

The wind speed also seems to show a 6.5-day periodicity with the same phase as the 
nodding - this, together with the dependence on precession phase, closely associates it 
with the accretion disc.  



VLBA image 
of SS433

Mass-loss from the 
circumbinary disc

 feeds the ruff

ruff

Blundell, Mioduszewski,
Muxlow, Podsiadlowski, 

Rupen 2001



The orientation of the ruff axis 
changes with time

Doolin & Blundell 2009



Apparent periodicity of ~550 days (42 orbital periods) 

Doolin & Blundell 2009
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Figure 2 - O
rbital stability as a function of binary 

eccentricity, m
ass fraction and orbital radius. The 

yellow
 star indicates w

here Kepler 16b is located 
(D

oyle et al 2011) A circum
binary nodal libration m

echanism

Stablity of Circum
binary O

rbits
W

e have perform
ed the first dynam

ically-aw
are analysis of the stability of circum

binary orbits throughout binary m
ass-

fraction and eccentricity param
eter space (D

oolin &
 B

lundell 2011). O
ur sim

ulations reveal a rich structure of resonances 
that vary w

ith binary param
eters. See Figure 2, w

hich m
aintains the colour schem

e above.

In Figure 2 w
e have plotted the location of the new

ly discovered circum
binary planet Kepler-16b, w

hich w
e find lies just 

outside of the unstable 1:5 resonance.

Figure 4 show
s the “stationary H

-alpha line” line of the m
icroquasar SS433. A

 tim
e-resolved decom

position of this line
(B

lundell et. al., 2008) reveals a pair of constant-in-w
avelength com

ponents w
hich evidence a circum

binary disk. W
e 

believe that this circum
binary ring is w

hat feeds the “radio ruff” of SS433, the equatorial em
ission on 10s of m

illiarcsecond 
scales by V

LB
I techniques w

hich is observed to precess w
ith a 550-day tim

escale (D
oolin &

 B
lundell 2009).

O
ur w

ork show
s that circum

binary phase-space is rich and dynam
ic, full of rem

arkable and stable orbits w
hich do not 

behave sim
ply. W

e should not presum
e any given binary system

 to lack a circum
binary com

ponent unless otherw
ise 

dem
onstrated. Such a com

ponent m
ay be a source of obscuration, em

ission, inflow
 or outflow

.
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Figure 1 - The (i sin W
, i cos W

) surfaces of section for circum
binary orbits 

across binary eccentricty e.
B

ottom
-right panel: Experim

ental m
easurem

ent of the size of the polar libration 
region of phase space. H

ere w
e trace the separatrix, w

hich divides regions of 
different behaviours in the W

=
 !/2 plane, as a function of binary eccentricity.

Figure 3 - The orbital elem
ents
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Figure 4
The stationary circum

binary lines of 
the m

icroquasar SS433

In Figure 1 w
e show

 a nodal libration m
echanism

 in the longitude of the ascending node and inclination to the plane of 
the binary of all inclined circum

binary orbits. This behaviour is a function of the eccentricity (e) of the internal binary.

These orbits m
ay be categorised as prograde (green), retrograde (blue), or polar (red/purple).

N
ote that Kozai (1962) show

ed analytically that an inclined circum
stellar orbit m

ay experience an oscillating exchange 
betw

een inclination and eccentricity, and also a libration in the argum
ent of perihelion. B

ut w
hilst the circum

stellar Kozai 
m

echanism
 m

ay look sim
ilar to this circum

binary libration, here w
e expose unique behaviour in a very separate lim

it of 
the three body problem

.

This w
ork supercedes that of V

errier &
 Evans (2009), and confirm

s the analytic w
ork of Farago &

 Laskar (2010) w
ho 

approxim
ated the three-body system

 w
ith a tim

e-independent quadrupolar H
am

iltonian. W
e find that this approxim

ation is 
only accurate for circum

binary orbits far from
 the binary (>

 50 binary sem
i-m

ajor axes).
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3D simulations show stable 
families of circumbinary orbits 

across binary eccentricity / 
mass fraction space 
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“the
kinematic model”

Blundell & Bowler 2005
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The sum of the two redshifts tells us the jet speed,
if the jets are symmetric

Blundell & Bowler 2005
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The difference of the two redshifts tells us about the angle of the jet axis, 
if the jets are symmetric

Blundell & Bowler 2005



flare

Jet speed increases
from 0.24c to ~0.28c

Enhanced jet speeds 
are associated with 

all flares in SS433 for 
which data exist

Blundell, Schmidtobreick & Trushkin 2011



• After an extended period 
of quiescence, SS433 
exhibits a flare

• “Stationary” H-α line now 
fitted by 5 gaussians

• Two widely separated lines 
appear, that veer to the 
blue: spiralling-in material 
within the accretion disc?

Blundell, Schmidtobreick & Trushkin 2011



Accretion disc speed from H-α increases 
from 500 km/s to 700 km/s

before and during onset of flare

Blundell, Schmidtobreick & Trushkin 2011



Dependence of wind 
speed on precession 

phase

And a leap in the 
intensity of the wind just 

before the speed 
increase...

Blundell, Schmidtobreick & Trushkin 2011



The start of a massive radio flare

Blundell, Schmidtobreick & Trushkin, MNRAS 2011



Blundell, Schmidtobreick & Trushkin, MNRAS 2011



10 months later...











How does this relate to the kinematic model?















• Blundell & Hirst 2011 
ApJ Lett

• Wind ejecta snow-
ploughed out by 
precessing jet

• Enhanced wind ejected 
in a major flare 



Summary
• Three modes of mass-loss in both quiescence and in flaring

• SS433 has a poloidal disc wind (70% of Brγ - Perez & Blundell 2009)

• SS433 has a circumbinary disc that precesses

• Ruff precesses with ~550 day period

• Just before a flare, accretion disc revealed in Hα (500 → 700+ km/s)

• Jets can snow-plough out wind ejecta

• Flare sequence: 

➡ accretion disc appears in the optical, wind intensity doubles, radio 
quenches, wind speed doubles, jets increase in speed and intensity,    
3 days later radio flaring, 10 months later enhanced wind ejecta 
has been snow-ploughed out


